
Easter  
in England in Poland



What do you have to decorate your home? 
 

POLAND 

 

ENGLAND 

Students` 
answers

We decorate our house with Easter bunnies, 
pots with a grass and spring flowers in vase. 
the most important is to decorate the table 
for Sunday breakfast and the Easter basket.

We use Spring flowers to decorate our 
homes. We especially use daffodils and 

sometimes tulips because these are 
flowers in our gardens at Easter time.

drawings

*

 

 



If you get any Easter presents, what can it be? 
 

POLAND 

 

ENGLAND 

Students` 
answers

We get different items as: toys, games, 
chocolate bunnies and eggs, sometimes 

clothes as well.

We get Easter eggs as presents at this time 
of year. The eggs are made of chocolate 

and some have sweets or toys inside.

drawings

 
 

 



If any, who brings you presents? 
 

POLAND 

 

ENGLAND 

Students` 
answers

It is an Easter Bunny bringing gifts for 
children while Easter, in Poland.

The Easter bunny brings us our Easter eggs 
every Easter.

drawings

*

 

 



What do you eat during Easter? 
 

POLAND 

 

ENGLAND 

Students` 
answers

We eat coloured Easter eggs, sausages and ham, 
and use horseradish as adding to them. We also 
bake special cakes and sponge-cake cosset. Of 
course we are filled with chocolate eggs and 

bunnies those days!

At Easter time we eat chocolate treats and 
sweets. On Good Friday we have Hot Cross 
Buns. We often have a meal with our family 

on Easter Sunday, but it doesn’t matter what 
the food is. After our meal we have Easter 

cakes or chocolate nests to eat.

drawings

*

 

What are your three main traditions for Easter?



 

POLAND 

 

ENGLAND 

Students` 
answers

 
1.  Family prepares the Easter basket with eggs, sausage, chocolate 
bunny, cosset made from cake or sugar. Priest drizzles the basket 

with holy water when we bring the basket to the church on Saturday. 
2. The family eats breakfast together on Sunday Morning.

3. The Monday after Easter is a holy day as well in Poland. That day 
boys chase girls and wet them with water from plastic guns, botles 

and even buckets! Gentlemen drizzle ladies with perfumes!

 1. On Good Friday we eat Hot Cross Buns.
2. We get together for a meal with our 

family on Easter Sunday and share Easter 
Eggs. Some of us go to church to celebrate.

3. We go on Easter Egg hunts, sometimes in 
our gardens or sometimes at bigger events.

drawings

*

 

What animal is connected with Easter in your country? 



 
POLAND 

 

ENGLAND 

Students` 
answers

There is an Easter Bunny which brings 
us present. the more important animal is 

the cosset which reminds us Jesus Christ  
Resurrected.

The Easter Bunny is an important animal 
to us at Easter time. We also have chicks, 

which remind us of new life and new 
beginnings.

drawings

*

 
 

HAPPY EASTER, EVERYONE!


